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Abstract
In this paper we propose a general algorithm for the asymmetric traveling salesman problem
(ATSP) on a complete digraph on n nodes which computes a tour with cost no more than a
pre-speci-ed upper bound. A special case of this algorithm is shown to have complexity O(n2)
and domination number at least
∑n−2
k=0 (k!). Extending this result, we show that by investing
O(nk) e4ort, for k¿ 2 and integer, it is possible to obtain a solution which is at least as good
as
=
(n−2)=(k−1)∑
i=0
{
(n− 1− i(k − 1))!
n− k − i(k − 1)! − (n− k − 1− i(k − 1)))!
}
+ (z − 2)!
alternative tours, where z= nmod(k−1). Further, we present a patching algorithm for the ATSP
and show that it has a domination number at least (n− 2)!.
Since the symmetric traveling salesman problem can be formulated as an ATSP, these algo-
rithms are applicable in this case too. However, in this case the guaranteed lower bound on the
domination number would be half that of the corresponding ATSP algorithm. ? 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Traveling salesman problem; Approximation algorithms; Computational complexity
1. Introduction
Let G be a directed (undirected) graph on n nodes. Let A(G)= {e1; e2; : : : ; em} be the
arc (edge) set of G and F be the collection of all Hamiltonian cycles in G. For each
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arc (edge) e of G, a cost c(e) is prescribed. The vector C =(c(e1); c(e2); : : : ; c(em))
of arc (edge) costs is called the cost vector. For any subgraph H of G, we denote
C(H)=
∑
e∈H ce. Then the traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to -nd a Hamiltonian
cycle (tour) H in F such that C(H) is as small as possible. When G is the complete
directed graph Dn, the TSP is referred to as the asymmetric traveling salesman problem
(ATSP). When G is the complete undirected graph Kn, it is referred to as the sym-
metric traveling salesman problem (STSP). Both STSP and ATSP have been studied
extensively in the literature [14].
For arbitrary arc (edge) costs, it is well known [14,21] that unless P=NP, no
polynomial time approximation algorithm exists for ATSP (STSP) such that cost of
the solution produced by the algorithm is guaranteed to be within a constant multiple of
the optimal cost. Thus, obtaining a performance guarantee for heuristics which depends
totally on the objective function value seems almost impossible.
Recently, Glover and Punnen [7] considered domination analysis as a way of an-
alyzing the quality of a heuristic solution. For some preliminary ideas on domination
analysis, we refer to the work of Glover [6] that introduced the concept of ccombi-
natorial leverage and the papers by Sarvanov and Doroshko [20], Sarvanov [19] and
Gutin [8,9] that considered neighborhoods of factorial size in which the best member
can be identi-ed in polynomial time. For more recent works in this direction, we refer
to [1,2,10–12,15,16,23,17].
Domination analysis deals with the number of solutions with objective function value
greater than or equal to that of the solution produced by a heuristic. Let  be a heuristic
algorithm for the (symmetric or asymmetric) traveling salesman problem. For any cost
vector C, let H;C be the solution produced by  and let F(C)= {H ∈ F: C(H)¿
C(H;C)}. Then the domination number of  with respect to a domain D of cost
vector C is given by
dom(;D)= inf
C∈D
|F(C)|:
When D=Rm; dom(;D) is denoted by dom(). For any heuristic  for the ATSP
or STSP, the domination number exists and it is at least one, as these problems are
always feasible. If dom()= |F|, then  is an exact algorithm producing an optimal
solution. Thus, it is interesting to develop heuristic algorithms with domination number
close to |F|.
In 1997, Glover and Punnen [7] raised the following question: “Is it possible to
develop a polynomial algorithm  for STSP such that dom()p(n)= (n− 1)!=2 where
p(n) is a constant or even a polynomial?” An aQrmative answer to this question was
available in the Russian literature as early as 1973. Rublineckii [18] showed that sev-
eral heuristics for the STSP produce tours with cost no more than the average cost
of all tours in Kn. Further he established that there exit at least (n− 2)!=2 tours with
cost greater than or equal to the average cost of all tours in Kn. This answers the
question of Glover and Punnen establishing that p(n) could be a linear function. 1n
1976, Sarvanov [19] showed that for the case of ATSP, when n is odd, there are at
least (n−2)! tours with cost greater than or equal to the average cost all the tours and
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that this lower bound is tight. For even n, he obtained a lower bound of (n−2)!=2. He
also proposed a polynomial time computational scheme to produce a tour with cost no
more than the average cost of all the tours for the ATSP. It may be noted that in 1973,
Vizing [22] proposed another construction heuristic for the STSP which also produces
a tour with cost no more than the average cost of all tours. In 1992, Grover [5] showed
that a local search algorithm using some restricted 4-Opt moves produces a tour for
STSP with cost no more than the average cost of all tours. Recently Punnen et al.
[17] showed that some local search algorithms such as 2-opt and 3-opt produce a tour
with cost no more than the average cost of tours in Kn, using a strongly polynomial
number of iterations. Gutin and Yeo [12] recently proved independently that there are
at least (n− 2)! tours with cost greater than or equal to the average cost of all tours
for any n¿ 6. Further, they proposed an algorithm of complexity O(n3) to compute
a solution for the ATSP with cost no more than the average cost of all the tours for
the ATSP.
In this paper, we present several algorithms for the ATSP that are guaranteed to
produce a tour with cost no more than the average cost of all tours in Dn. The paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some notations and de-nitions. In Section 3,
we present a general algorithm, called arc selection algorithm, which produces a tour
with cost no more than a pre-speci-ed upper bound, whenever this upper bound satis-es
special properties. We show that when the upper bound is selected as the average cost
of all tours in Dn, the arc selection algorithm can be implemented in O(n2) time and
its domination number is at least
∑n−2
i=1 (i!). Extending this result, we present an O(n
k)
algorithm for the ATSP with domination number at least
=
(n−2)=(k−1)∑
i=0
{
(n− 1− i(k − 1))!
n− k − i(k − 1)! − (n− k − 1− i(k − 1))!
}
+ (z − 2)!;
where z= nmod(k − 1), for k¿ 2 integer. Section 4 deals with a patching algorithm.
We show that the domination number of this algorithm is at least (n−2)!. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.
All these domination results extend directly to the symmetric version (STSP).
2. Notation and denitions
For any digraph G; V (G) is the vertex set and A(G) is the arc set. For any dis-
joint subsets S; T of V (G), +(S; T )= {(x; y): x∈ S; y∈T}, −(S; T )=+(T; S), and
(S; T )=+(S; T ) ∪ +(T; S). We shall denote +(S; SS) by +(S) and −(S; SS) by
−(S), where SS =V (G)−S. If S = {u}, then we shall denote +(S) by +(u), −(S)
by −(u) and (S) by (u). For each e∈A(G), let c(e) be the cost assigned to
arc e. If e=(u; v), we shall denote c(e) by c(u; v). For any subset X of the arc
set A(G); C(X )=
∑
e∈X c(e), and for any subgraph H of G, C(H)=
∑
e∈A(H) c(e).
Let F(G) be the collection of all Hamiltonian cycles (tours) in G. The average
cost of tours in G, denoted by #(G; c)
∑
H∈F(G) C(H)=|F(G)|. It has been shown in
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[12,19] that #(Dn; c)=C(Dn)=(n−1). For a digraph G, contraction of an arc e=(u; v)
produces the digraph G\e with V (G\e)=V (G) ∪ {$(e)} − {u; v}, where $(e) is the
new node created by the contraction operation, and A(G\e)= {A(G)−(u)−(v)}∪
{(x; $(e)): (x; u)∈A(G)} ∪ {($(e); x): (v; x)∈A(G)}. The node $(e) of G\e is some-
times referred to as the super node representing arc e. For any arc d in A(G\e), its cost
is denoted by Sc(d). Then for an arc (x; $(e)) in A(G\e), we de-ne Sc(x; $(e))= c(x; u);
for an arc ($(e); x) in A(G\e) we de-ne Sc($(e); x)= c(v; x); and for any other arc d
in A(G\e), Sc(d)= c(d). It may be noted that
SC(Dn\e)=
∑
e∈A(Dn\e)
Sc(e)=C(Dn)− C(+(u))− C(−(v)) + c(e)− c(v; u):
We say that a tour H1 dominates another tour H2 if C(H1)6C(H2).
3. Arc selection algorithm
We now discuss our -rst approximation algorithm for the ATSP and prove the
domination results.
Let % be an algorithm which, with input an instance of ATSP on Dn with arc-cost
function c(:), produces an output %(Dn; c) which is an upper bound on the optimal cost
of ATSP on Dn. We say that % satis-es the greedy monotone property (GMP) if there
exists a node x∈V (Dn) such that
min
e∈+(x)
{c(e) + %(Dn\e; Sc)}6 %(Dn; c);
where, as stated above, Sc(:) is the arc-cost function on Dn\e. We shall call such a
node x a critical node for %. Note that if % produces the optimal cost for the ATSP
on Dn (not necessarily the optimal solution) then it satis-es the GMP. Another simple
example of an algorithm % which satis-es the GMP is to de-ne the output %(Dn; c) as a
large number, say nM , where M =max{|c(e)|: e∈A(Dn)}. Other interesting examples
of algorithms which satisfy GMP will be discussed later.
We now present our -rst algorithm for ATSP, called the arc selection algorithm.
This algorithm uses the oracle % and when % satis-es the GMP, it produces a solution
whose cost is guaranteed to be less than or equal to %(Dn; c). In each iteration, the
algorithm selects a critical node say x. An arc e∗ emanating from x is selected such
that c(e∗) + %(Dn\e∗; Sc)=min{c(e) + %(Dn\e; Sc): e∈+(x)}. Now Dn is replaced by
Dn\e∗ which is a complete digraph on n − 1 nodes and the process is repeated until
we reach a stage where we have a complete digraph on 2 nodes. Starting with this
digraph (tour) as the current tour, backtracking by expanding the super nodes created
by the arc contractions in the previous iterations, a tour in the original digraph can be
recovered. The algorithm outputs this tour. A formal description of the arc selection
algorithm is given below.
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3.1. Algorithm arc selection
Step 1: If n=2, go to Step 3. Else, choose a critical node x∈V (Dn). Choose an
arc e∗ ∈+(x) such that
c(e∗) + %(Dn\e∗; Sc)=min{c(e) + %(Dn\e; Sc): e∈+(x)}:
Contract arc e∗ in Dn to get Dn\e∗. {This contraction operation creates a super node
in Dn\e∗ which represents e∗.}
Let n= n− 1. {The new Dn is the graph Dn\e∗ obtained above.}
Step 2: Go to Step 1.
Step 3: {n=2 and hence Dn is a tour on two nodes.} Backtrack from Dn by ex-
panding super nodes (if any) until we reach a tour in the original digraph. Output this
tour and stop.
Theorem 1. If % satis9es the GMP; then the arc selection algorithm produces a tour
H∗ in Dn such that C(H∗)6 %(Dn; c). Further; the complexity of the algorithm is
O(n2'(n) + n((n)) where '(n) is the complexity of the oracle % and ((n) is the
complexity of 9nding a critical node.
Proof. Since % satis-es GMP, C(H∗)6 %(Dn; c) follows by induction. Step 1 of the
algorithm is performed at most (n − 1) times. The dominating complexity of Step 1
is that of identifying e∗, identifying the critical node x and -nding the cost function
Sc. These can be done in O(n'(n)); O(((n)) and O(n) time, respectively. Hence the
result follows.
If % is such that %(Dn; c)= nM for some large number M and critical node is
selected as an arbitrary node in the -rst iteration and in subsequent insertions as the
super node generated in the previous iteration, then the arc selection algorithm reduces
to the well-known nearest-neighbour algorithm. It is possible to construct examples
where the nearest-neighbor algorithm produces the worst solution. Such an example
for the STSP is given by Rublineckii [18] for which the nearest-neighbor algorithm
produces one of the (n−2)!=2 worst solutions irrespective of the choice of the starting
node. He attributes this result to V. M. Kirgner. Interestingly, if we de-ne % such that
%(Dn; c)= #(Dn; c), (recall that #(Dn; c) is the average cost of tours in Dn) then we
show below that % satis-es GMP.
Lemma 2. If %(Dn; c)= #(Dn; c); then % satis9es the GMP with any node of Dn as a
critical node.
Proof. Clearly #(Dn; c) is an upper bound on the optimal cost of the ATSP on Dn.
Note that for any arc e in Dn, the average cost of all the tours using the arc e is
c(e) + #(Dn\e; Sc). For each node x in Dn, every tour in Dn uses exactly one arc from
+(x). Also each arc in +(x) is present in exactly the same number of tours of Dn.
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Therefore,
#(Dn; c) =
∑
e∈+(x) {c(e) + #(Dn\e; Sc)}
n− 1
¿mine∈+(x) {c(e) + #(Dn\e)}:
It also follows from above that any node of Dn is a critical node for the above choice
of %. This completes the proof.
Thus by Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, for this choice of % the tour produced by the arc
selection algorithm with arbitrary choice of critical nodes is guaranteed to be at least
as good as the average cost of tours in Dn. The following theorem by Rublineckii [18],
Sarvanov [19], and Gutin and Yeo [12] guarantees that such a tour dominates (n− 2)!
alternative tours.
Theorem 3 (Rublineckii [18], Sarvanov [19], Gutin and Yeo [12]). If H is a tour in
Dn such that C(H)6 #(Dn; c); then H dominates (n− 2)! tours in Dn.
A straightforward implementation of the arc selection algorithm with this choice of
% (i.e. %(Dn; c)= #(Dn; c)) takes O(n4) time since '(n) is O(n2) and ((n) is O(1) in
this case. However, a careful implementation of this special case of the arc selection
algorithm runs in O(n2) time. The key to the reduction in complexity is due to a
careful updating of #(Dn; c) in each iteration. For each node x of Dn, we store the
information C(+(x)) and C(−(x)), called node potentials. Let e=(u; v) be an arc in
Dn. Consider the contracted digraph Dn\e. Let the super node created by the contraction
operation be $(e). The potentials of nodes in V (Dn\e), denoted by SC(+(x)) and
SC(−(x)), can be computed using the formulae,
SC(+(x))=
{
C(+(x))− c(x; v) if x = $(e);
C(+(v))− c(v; u) otherwise:
SC(−(x))=
{
C(−(x))− c(u; x) if x = $(e);
C(−(u))− c(v; u) otherwise:
Note that
SC(Dn\e)=
∑
e∈A(Dn\e)
Sc(e)=C(Dn)− C(+(u))− C(−(v)) + c(e)− c(v; u):
Thus, given C(Dn) and the node potentials of Dn, the node potentials of Dn\e can be
computed in O(n) time and SC(Dn\e) can be obtained in O(1) time. Hence, #(Dn\e; Sc)
can be obtained in O(1) time. We refer to the special case of the arc selection algorithm
with the choice of %(Dn; c)= #(Dn; c)) and incorporating the above updating scheme
as the average-based arc selection algorithm or the ABAS-algorithm. It is not diQcult
to show that the overall complexity of the ABAS-algorithm is O(n2).
In 1973, Vizing [22] proposed an algorithm for the symmetric traveling salesman
problem which produces a solution with cost no worse than the average cost of all
tours. Vizing’s algorithm is closely related to the ABAS algorithm. It may be noted that
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the ABAS algorithm is designed for directed graphs and uses arc contraction operations
which is not valid for undirected graphs. However, since every undirected graph can
be viewed as a directed graph by duplicating edges one in forward direction and other
in backward direction, the ABAS algorithm can be applied to symmetric traveling
salesman problem. It is not diQcult to show that this special case of ABAS algorithm
is equivalent to Vizing’s algorithm [22]. The complexity of Vizing’s algorithm is O(n4)
but can be reduced to O(n2) using observations above.
By Theorem 3 and Lemma 2, the domination number of the ABAS algorithm is at
least (n− 2)!. We shall now do a more careful analysis of the ABAS algorithm to get
an improved lower bound on its domination number. Let the domination number of
the ABAS algorithm be Pn. For any x∈V (G) and any e∈+(x), there are (n − 2)!
tours containing arc e and the sets of tours containing di4erent elements in +(x)
are disjoint. By Theorem 3, for any e∈+(x) there are (n − 3)! tours having cost
greater than or equal to c(e)+#(Dn\e; Sc). The algorithm chooses e∗ ∈+(x) such that
c(e∗) + #(Dn\e∗; Sc)=min{c(e) + #(Dn\e; Sc): e∈+(x)} and the ABAS algorithm is
then recursively applied to Dn\e∗ to produce the -nal tour with cost no more than
c(e∗) + #(Dn\e∗; Sc). Thus, the -nal tour dominates at least Pn−1 tours containing e∗
and at least (n−3)! tours containing each of the remaining (n−2) arcs in +(x)−{e∗}.
Hence,
Pn¿ (n− 2)! + Pn−1:
Solving this recursively (using the fact that P3 = 2=0! + 1!), we get
Pn¿
n−2∑
i=0
(i!):
Thus the domination number of the ABAS algorithm is at least
∑n−2
i=0 (i!).
We can generalize the ABAS algorithm as follows:
Choose any node x. Let Sx be the set of all collections of k − 1 arcs of the
type e1 = (x; u1); e2 = (u1; u2); : : : ; ek−1 = (uk−2; uk−1), where x; u1; u2; : : : ; uk−1 are dis-
tinct. Let {f1; f2; : : : ; fk−1}∈ Sx be such that
Zx = c(f1) + c(f2) + · · ·+ c(fk−1) + #(Dn\{f1; f2; : : : ; fk−1}; Sc)
= min
{e1 ;e2 ;:::;ek−1}∈Sx
{c(e1) + c(e2) + · · ·+ c(ek−1) + #(Dn\{e1; e2; : : : ; ek−1}; Sc)}
Contract the arcs f1; f2; : : : ; fk−1 and apply the algorithm recursively to the resulting
graph until the number of nodes is less than k. Find the optimal tour in the resulting
graph and expand the super nodes created by the above contraction operation to obtain
the output tour of algorithm. The complexity of this process is O(nk). Using the same
approach as above, it can be shown that the domination number of the algorithm is at
least , where
=
(n−2)=(k−1)∑
i=0
{
(n− 1− i(k − 1))!
n− k − i(k − 1) − (n− k − 1− i(k − 1))!
}
+ (z − 2)!
and z= nmod(k − 1).
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We also note that if %(Dn; c) is de-ned as the median of the tour costs in Dn then
it satis-es GMP. In fact, it is true that if %(Dn; c) is de-ned as #(k) where there are
exactly k% tours with cost less than #(k), 06 k ¡ 100 then also it satis-es the GMP.
Thus, in the arc selection algorithm if %(Dn; c) is selected as the #(k), the resulting
solution dominates a constant fraction of tours in Dn.
It may be noted that the O(n2) ABAS-algorithm is a special case of the GEA
algorithm of Gutin and Yeo [12] which runs in O(n3) time.
4. Patching algorithms
Let Dn be a complete digraph on node set V (Dn)=N = {1; 2; : : : ; n} with arc-cost
function c(:). Let {N1; N2} be a partition of N and let DN1 and DN2 be the subgraphs
of Dn induced by node sets N1 and N2; respectively. Let H1 = {u1; u2; : : : ; un1 ; u1} and
H2 = {v1; v2; : : : ; vn2 ; v1} be tours in DN1 and DN2 ; respectively. Let ei =(ui; ui+1)∈A(H1)
and gj =(vj; vj+1)∈A(H2). A patching of H1 and H2 using the arcs ei and gj is the
tour:
H = {u1; u2; : : : ; ui; vj+1; : : : ; vn2 ; v1; : : : ; vj; ui+1; : : : ; un1 ; u1}:
We now generalize this de-nition of patching as follows: For any integer k, let
{N1; N2; : : : ; Nk} be a partition of N . Let |N1|= n1; |N2|= n2; : : : ; |Nk |= nk . For i=
1; : : : ; k, let DNi be the subgraph of Dn induced by the node set Ni and let Hi be
a tour in DNi . A patching of H1; H2; : : : ; Hk is a tour in Dn obtained as follows: Choose
some ordering Hi1 ; Hi2 ; : : : ; Hik of the tours H1; H2; : : : ; Hk . Patch the tours Hi1 and Hi2
using some arcs e and g in Hi1 and Hi2 , respectively. Let the resulting tour be H1;2.
Patch the tours H1;2 and Hi3 and let the resulting tour be H1;3. Continue this process
until we get a tour in Dn.
Most of the well-known solvable cases of ATSP are those solvable by patching
schemes [4,13]. It is therefore of suQcient interest to explore the domination number
of di4erent patching schemes for the ATSP. One may be tempted to conjecture that if
C(Hi)6 #(DNi ; c) for all i=1; : : : ; k then there exists a tour H obtained by patching
H1; : : : ; Hk such that C(H)6 #(Dn; c). However, such a conjecture need not be true
even when k =2 and H1 and H2 are optimal tours in DN1 and DN2 respectively. This
is illustrated by the following example: Let N1 = {1; 2; 3}; N2 = {4; 5}; c(e)= 1 for
all e∈A(DN1 ) ∪ A(DN2 ) and c(e)= 0 for all e∈(N1; N2). Let H1 = {1; 2; 3; 1} and
H2 = {4; 5; 4}. Then H1 and H2 are optimal tours in DN1 and DN2 , respectively, and
#(Dn; c)=C(Dn)=(n − 1)= 84 = 2. But the best tour obtained by patching H1 and H2
has a total arc-cost of 3.
We shall now present a patching scheme which produces a tour of cost no worse
than the average cost of all tours.
Let H1; H2; : : : ; Hk be an arbitrary ordering of the subtours of an optimal solution to
the assignment problem on the complete digraph Dn with arc-cost function c(:). Let
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V (Hi)=Ni and |Ni|= ni for all i=1; : : : ; k. We shall denote
⋃i
j=1 Nj by Mi; |Mi| by
mi, (Mi−1; Ni) by Yi−1, and the subgraph induced by Mi by DMi . Thus, DM 1 =DN1 .
Without loss of generality, let us assume that c(e)= 0 for all e∈∪ki=1 Hi. This can be
achieved by adding, for each node i, a suitable constant ai to the costs of all the arcs
in +(i) and this operation reduces the cost of each tour in the ATSP, as well as the
average of the costs of all the tours, by
∑n
i=1 ai. Note that with this assumption, we
are no longer able to assume that the arc-costs of Dn are non-negative. Now, C(Hi)= 0
for all i=1; : : : ; k. Let H1;2 be the subtour obtained by optimally patching H1 and H2.
For i=3; : : : ; k, let H1; i be the subtour obtained by optimally patching H1; i−1 and Hi.
Then H1; k is a tour in Dn. The following observations will be useful.
Observation 1. For any subset S of {1; 2; : : : ; k}, let MS = ∪i∈S Ni. Then, {Hi: i∈ S}
is an optimal solution to the assignment problem on the subgraph DMS of Dn induced
by node set MS . Hence, 0=
∑
i∈S C(Hi)6 #(DMS ; c) and therefore C(DMS )¿ 0.
Observation 2. For any 16 i; j6 k, and for any arcs e=(u; v)∈A(Hi) and g=(r; s)∈
A(Hj), let Heg be the subtour obtained by patching Hi and Hj using arcs e and g. Then
it follows from observation 1 that
06C(Heg)= c(u; s) + c(r; v):
Adding all such inequalities for all pairs e∈Hi and g∈Hj, we get
06C((Ni; Nj)):
Observation 3. Subtour H1; i is obtained by patching subtours H1; i−1 and Hi using a
pair of optimally chosen arcs e=(u; v)∈H1; i−1 and f=(x; y)∈Hi. Thus,
C(H1; i)=C(H1; i−1) + c(u; y) + c(x; v)− c(e)
(Recollect that, by our assumption, c(f)= 0.) Since the arcs e and f are chosen
optimally, we have
c(u; y) + c(x; v)− c(e)6 C(Yi−1)− niC(H1; i−1)
(ni)(mi−1)
Hence,
C(H1; i)6C(H1; i−1)
(
(mi−1 − 1)
mi−1
)
+
C(Yi−1)
nimi−1
We shall now present our patching scheme.
Step 1: Find an optimal solution to the assignment problem on Dn with arc cost
function c(·). Let H1; H2; : : : ; Hk be its subtours. Reduce the costs of all the arcs in⋃k
i=1 Hi to 0.
Step 2: Re-order the subtours H2; : : : ; Hk such that ∀i=2; : : : ; k,
C(Yi)
ni
= min
j=i;:::; k
[
C((Mi−1; Nj))
nj
]
:
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Step 3: Find subtours H1;2; H1;3; : : : ; H1; k . H1; k is a tour in Dn and is the desired output.
Stop.
Theorem 4. The tour H1; k produced by the above scheme satis-es the inequality
C(H1; k)6 #(Dn; c):
Proof. For each i=1; 2; : : : ; k, change the costs of all the arcs in DNi to 0. Let us
denote the modi-ed cost function by c′(·). It is easy to see that C′(H1; k)=C(H1; k).
Also, Observation 1 implies that #(Dn; c)¿ #(Dn; c′). Hence, it is suQcient to show
that C′(H1; k)6 #(Dn; c′).
From the ordering of the subtours H2; : : : ; Hk obtained in Step 2 of the algorithm,
we have
0=
C′(DM 1 )
n1 − 1 6
C′(DM 2 )
m2 − 1 6 · · ·6
C′(Dn)
n− 1
and
C′(DMi)
mi − 1 6
C′(Yi)
ni+1
∀i=1; : : : ; k − 1:
(These inequalities follow from the elementary result that for non-negative integers
x; y and positive integers u; v, if x=u¡y=v then x=u¡ (x + y)=(u+ v)¡y=v.)
We shall prove the result by induction on k.
If k =2, then from Observation 3, we have
C′(H1;2)6
C′(Y1)
n1n2
6
C′(Dn)
n− 1 (since n1; n2¿ 2):
Suppose the result is true ∀k6 r for some r¿ 2. Let we consider the case k = r + 1.
By Observation 3 and induction hypothesis
C′(H1; r+1)6C′(H1; r)
mr − 1
mr
+
C′(Yr)
nr+1mr
6
C′(DMr )
(mr − 1)
mr − 1
mr
+
C′(Yr)
nr+1mr
=
C′(DMr )
mr
+
C′(Yr)
nr+1mr
:
Thus, it is suQcient to show that
C′(DMr )
mr
+
C′(Yr)
nr+1mr
6
C′(DMr ) + C′(Yr)
mr+1 − 1 :
Consider the expression
C′(DMr )
mr
+
C′(Yr)
nr+1mr
− C
′(DMr ) + C′(Yr)
mr+1 − 1 :
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Taking common denominator and simplifying, we get
(nr+1 − 1)[(C′(DMr )nr+1 − C′(Y r)(mr − 1)]
mrnr+1(mr+1 − 1) 6 0
(
since
C′(DMr )
mr − 1 6
C′(Yr)
nr+1
)
:
This proves the theorem.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a general algorithm, called arc selection algorithm, which
produces a tour with cost no more than a pre-de-ned upper bound under some restric-
tions. As a special case, we have an O(n2) algorithm (ABAS algorithm) for the ATSP
with domination number is at least
∑n−2
i=0 i!. Extending this result, an O(n
k) algorithm
is proposed with domination number at least
=
(n−2)=(k−1)∑
i=0
{
(n− 1− i(k − 1))!
n− k − i(k − 1) − (n− k − 1− i(k − 1))!
}
+ (z − 2)!;
where z= nmod(k − 1), for integer k¿ 2. A patching heuristic is considered and is
shown to have a domination number at least (n − 2)!. Using the patching heuristic
within the ABAS algorithm new hybrid heuristics could be generated which produce
solutions with cost no worse than the average cost of all the tours. The lower bounds
on the domination numbers of almost all these algorithms are established by showing
that the solutions produced by these algorithms have total cost less than or equal to
the average cost of all the tours in the digraph. It may be noted that the well-known
Chrito-des heuristic [3] need not produce a solution which is better than the average
cost of all the tours in the graph [17]. In fact, examples can be constructed such that
the solution produced by the algorithm is the worst solution.
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